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Abstract: In cloud computing, most of the communication is done in consideration of file 

processing, and therefore it turns out to be very critical and important to deliver competent method 

for data security. The data stored on the cloud is private data of the user so it must not be tampered 

by other entities. The backup of the data will be taken timely into the backup directory. The main 

focus in on data deduplication to provide security services over cloud for stored files. Data 

deduplication is data compression that is used to eliminate the matching copies of data. This 

procedure is frequently used for reducing the storage space and save bandwidth over cloud. Novel 

deduplication structures are offered for supporting authorized duplicate check. In this survey paper 

we have discussed a system to enhance the security; the data uploaded by a user is shuffled 

between the number of directories within cloud after a particular interval of time to avoid the 

tracking of the data.  

Keywords: - Deduplication, storage system, Duplicate Data Elimination (DDE), Data encryption, 

Hybrid cloud, Security.  

 

 

 

I. Introduction 

Cloud computing is the most popular 

technology nowa day it is used by most of 

the social media sites and organizations to 

store the data. Data stored in clouds is highly 

sensitive, for example Social networking 

records and medical records. Providing 

privacy and security on that data is major 

concern.   

Data deduplication checking is one of the 

repeated data elimination method by keeping 

unique copy in storage system to reduce the 

wastage of storage space on cloud. This 

method will help to improve the efficiency 

and searches are faster. Deduplication 

identifies the files which are already 

available on cloud storage and it uses the 

“reference pointer” to find out unnecessary 

chunks; this is also known as the storage 

capacity optimization. Data deduplication 

has two types as file level de-deduplication 

and block level data de-duplication. Instead 

of keeping multiple copies of same files like 

image, text, video files de-duplication checks 

and maintain unique copy. Deduplication 

will work on following four conditions: 

1.Same file name with same contents. 

2. Same file name with different contents. 

3.Different file name with same contents. 

4.Different file name with different contents. 
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The data stored on the cloud is sensitive data 

of the user so there can be chances of data 

hacking by unauthorized entities. We 

propose a system to improve the security, 

and when user upload files that can rotate on 

different directories on timely basis so data 

tracking can be avoided. The replica of the 

data will be stored on virtual cloud. The 

proposed system gives the deduplication 

checking and also provides security with 

easy use of the cloud.  

Hashing is the method which is used for 

content matching of two different files. For 

calculating hash values, tag of the file (which 

we want to upload)will be generated. 

On the basis of architecture cloud services 

are divided into three fundamental models. 

These three fundamental models are often 

referred to as the SPI model where SPI stand 

for Software as a service, Platform as a 

service and Infrastructure as a service.    

 

II. Literature Survey 

There are two important requirements for cloud 

storage which are as follows: 
1] Data integrity: -A] Proof of Retrievability B] 

Proof of Data Possession  

2]storage efficiency: -A]Proof of Ownership Yuan 

et al. [1] The system reduces the wastage of 

storage space and protect the data sensitivity. 

Bellare et al. [2] Increase the data sensitivity 

by sending the predictable message. They use 

new method in the hybrid Cloud structure, to 

provide better data security. J. Li [3].In secure 

Deduplication they find problem to achieving 

effective and consistent key management. 

Then they use decryption key to enable key 

management to gain different reliability and 

confidentiality levels X. Chen[4] Message-

Locked Encryption is a method to get secure 

deduplication. A Message-Locked Encryption 

symmetric method is used for plain to cipher 

text and cipher to plain text of message. 

M.Bellare[5]. Brute-force attacks for 

duplication uses Dupless architecture which 

provides protected storage. By using PRF 

protocol clients saves the data with an 

available service, however achieve strong 

privacyM. Bellare[6]. 

 

III.Proposed System 

 

The diagrammatic representation of our 

system is as shown in figure. The main 

motive behind data deduplication is to 

provide security to the cloud. We propose a 

system to improve the security, and when 

user upload files that can rotate on different 

directories on timely basis so data tracking 

can be avoided. The replica of the data will 

be stored on virtual cloud. The proposed 

system gives the deduplication checking and 

also provides security with easy use of the 

cloud. 

 

 

Figure 1: The proposed System Architecture. 

 

 

 

IV.System Features 

 

4.1 Functional Requirements  

 

• System should be avoiding data duplication 

and reduce wastage of space on cloud. 

• System should be maintaining data theft. 

• System should reduce the data tracking. 

• System should provide virtual cloud for 

backup of a data. 
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4.2 External Interface Requirements  

 

4.2.1 User Interfaces  

 

• Registration Form  

• Login Form  

• File Upload Form  

• Deduplication check Form  

• Data backup request form 

 

4.2.2 Hardware Interfaces  

 

• 4 GB RAM or More.  

• Minimum 10 GB Hard disk.  

• Core 2 dual or above Software. 

 

4.2.3 Software Interfaces:  

 

• Operating System: Windows, Ubuntu 

• Eclipse Kepler 

• Apache Tomcat Server 7 

• JDK 1.7  

•  MySQL Workbench 5.0  

 

V.Technical Specification 

 

5.1 Advantages  

• Reduce storage space.  

• Provide high security to sensitive data.  

• Take virtual backup of data. 

 

5.2 Disadvantages  

 

• Need of internet connection is compulsory to 

check the data deduplication over cloud.  

 

55.3 Applications  

 

• This application can be used by government 

to check duplicate files on their cloud 

storage, maintain security, and take backup 

of highly sensitive data.  

• This application can be used by all type of 

industries, organizations, peoples to store 

their data efficiently, securely on cloud.  

VI. Conclusion 

 

The main motive of data deduplication is to 

eliminate repeated data and keeps original 

physical copy of data. Data deduplication 

used to avoid wastage of cloud storage and 

improves efficiency and saves the network 

bandwidth. 
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